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0. Let Mm be an m-dimensional submanifold of an n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold Mn. 
In the present paper we study the infinitesimal affine deformations of sub-
manifolds of a Riemannian manifold. 
In Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 we answer the following question: when an 
infinitesimal affine deformation of a submanifold Mm is infinitesimal isometric 
or infinitesimal volume preserving. 
In Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, conditions have been found in which a hyper-
surface Mm does not allow non-trivial infinitesimal affine deformations. 
All manifolds, tensors and maps are assumed to be C°°. 
All manifolds are assumed connected. 
1. Let Mn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of 
coordinate neighbourhoods {U9 **}. Let meansgij9 T\^9 V,, Rf}jk and Rij9 the metric 
tensor, the Christoffel symbols formed with gij9 the operator of covariant differentia-
tion with respect to rkj, the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor of M
n respectively. 
The indices i9j9 k9 ... assume the values 1, 2, ..., n. 
Let Mm be an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold, covered by a system of 
coordinate neighbourhoods {V9 u*} and let by gafi9 r609 Va, R*afiy and Rafi the cor-
responding quantities of Mm be denoted. The indices a, /?, y9 59 ... run over the 
range 1, 2, ..., w. 
We suppose that the manifold Mm is isometrically immersed in Mn by the 
immersion r: Mm -» Mn and we identify /"(Af") with Af". 
We represent the immersion r by 
(1.1) xh = * V ) 
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Bl are m linearly independent vectors of Mn tangent to Mm. 
Since the immersion is isometric, we have 
(13) * * - * < / $ # • 
We denote by NJ (A = m + 1, m + 2, ..., n) n — m mutually orthogonal unit 
normals to Mm, and by D: Ix Mm -> Mn, I = ( -e , e) e > 0 an arbitrary deforma-
tion of Mm. Then the field z* of the deformation 2) can be represented as: 
(1.4) z"-C*j£ + M . 
where £*(ot =? 1,2, ...,m) and £,X(X = m + 1, ...,«) are tangential and normal 
components of the field of deformation z \ respectively. 
We call a deformation D of the submanifold Mm trivial, when the field of the 
deformation z* is identically equal to zero. 
If the deformation vector z* is tangent to the submanifold, we say that the 
deformation is tangential (i.e. CA = 0). 
If the deformation vector z* is normal to the submanifold, we say that the 
deformation is normal (i.e. C* = 0). 
A deformation D of Af" is then and only then [2] 
a) infinitesimal isometric, when the components C* and CA of the field of deforma-
tion z* satisfy the following system of equations: 
(1.5) V.C, + V,C. - 2A,„CA - 0, 
where AA, are the second fundamental tensors of Mm with respect to the normals Nx; 
Kx - tPKni hx - Kx . g*%fiX. 
b) infinitesimal affine, when C* and CA satisfy the system of equations: 




c) infinitesimal volume preserving, if C* and CA satisfy: 
(1 .7) VaC* = AAC
A. 
2. Theorem 1. If an infinitesimal affine deformation of a submanifold Mm of 
a Riemannian manifold Mn is infinitesimal isometric at least at one point of Mmt 
then this affine deformation is isometric on the whole Mm. 
Proof: From equation (1.6) and 




in view of - & , * * Reymfi we obtain 
<12> V W * + V£$ - 2hm?) - 0. 
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If we denote 
(2.3) T„ = V.C, + VJC, - 2ha/uC\ 
then 
(2.4) VyTa/) = 0, T„ = TH and 1* = Tjfg». 
We multiply (1.6) by T" 
(2.5) r^ vr(v,c. - ^ c * ) = o. 
From (2.4) and (2.5) we have 
(2.6.) T",(V^-hmC
x) = Cl, 
where Ct is a global constant, since M
m is connected. 
Since ra/* = Tp*9 we can write (2.6) in the form 
(2.7) TaPTafi = 2C1. 
The rest of the proof follows easily from the assumptions. 
From this theorem we obtain some corollaries. 
Corollary l.If£h = £a2?J + £AN* is a deformation vector field of an infinitesimal 
affine deformation, then the tensor Tafi has a constant length. 
Corollary 2. If zh = £ai?* + CAN* is a deformation vector field of an infinitesimal 
affine deformation, then 
(2.8) 1 (VaC/, + V,C.) (V"C" + V'C
a) = 4ha/uC
AV'C" - 2 y ? { V , 
The equality is valid only if the deformation is infinitesimally isometric. 
Theorem 2.1fzh = £al?£ + £AN* is a deformation vector of an infinitesimal affine, 
deformation of a non-totally geodesic compact orientable submanifold Mm of an 
orientable Riemannian manifold Mn, then 
(2.9) J h^h^CdV = f hmC
x V'C dV. 
Mn Mn 
The equality is fulfilled only if the deformation is infinitesimally isometric. 
Proof: By Green's theorem and equality (2.4) it follows 
(2.10) 0 = J V'(T„C«) dV = J Tafi V
a<f dV. 
Mm Mm 
From this equality in view of (2.6) and (2.7) we have 
(2.11) J 4" W*V = J {2K,xh*JC
XCm - 2hafiX£
x V'C*} dV. 
M™ 
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From (2.11) it follows that 
S2h.txh"m't
xCdV £ l2h*£xVC'dV. 
Mm Mn 
The theorem is proved. 
If we take into consideration 
(2.12) 1 T M T * - y (V.C, + VfiQ(V%
0 + V*D - 4fca/uC
A VaC* + 2 ^ ^ , 
then from (2.11) we have 
Corollary 1. If zh is deformation vector of an infinitesimal affine deformation of 
a compact orientable submanifold Mm of an orientable Riemannian manifold Mn, then 
(2.13) J * M A C A V C ' < W £ 0 . 
Mn 
Theorem 3. An infinitesimal affine deformation of a minimal compact orientable 
submanifold Mm of an orientable Riemannian manifold Mn is necessarily infinitesimal 
volume preserving. 
Proof: If a submanifold is minimal, then 
(2.14) fc^-k^O. 
From equation (1.6) we can get the following equalities: 





A + C, 
where C is a global constant, since Mm is connected. 
From (2.14) and (2.16) it follows 
(2.17) VaC
a = C. 
Since the submanifold Mm is compact and orientable, then 
(2.18) J V ^ d F ^ O . 
Mm 
From (2.17) and (2.18) we obtain that C == 0. y 
Theorem 4. Let Mm be a non-minimal compact orientable hypersurface of an 
orientable Riemannian manifold Mn. If the submanifold Mm satisfies the conditions 
a) the second fundamental tensor haP is parallel, i.e. 
VyKp = 0, 
b) the quadratic form with the components Rafi of the Ricci tensor as coefficients 
is negatively definite, then Mm does not allow non-trivial infinitesimal affine deforma-
ns 
Hon for which the divergence of the tangential component of the deformation mctw is 
equal to zero and the deformation vector is tangent to Af* at least at one point ofM**. 
Proof: Let us suppose that Mm allows non-trivial infinitesimal affine deforma-
tions. Then £* and ^ do not vanish at the same time and satisfy the equation (1.6). 
The equation (1.6) in view of condition Vyhafi -= 0 becomes 
(2.19) Vy V,C. + 1 W - ** V> + Ka V,* - A„ V.*. 
From (2.19) we can get the following equations: 
(2.20) V V,C. + Rj:* - 2Af Vtf - k V>, 
(2.21) V.C - ty + C, 
where C is a global constant. 
Since the divergence of the vector C" is equal to zero we have 
(2.22) VaC * 0. 
From (2.21) by virtue of (2.22) and Vyhafi = 0 we obtain 
(2.23) AV. i / r -0 . 
The hypersurface Mm is not minimal, i.e. h ^ 0. Then from (2.23) it follows 
that 
(2.24) * - C , 
where C is a constant. 
The equality (2.19) in view of (2.24) becomes 
(2.25) VjVjC + J ^ r - O , ' 
which shows that C* is an affine Killing vector. Since Mm is compact and orientable, 
C* is also a Killing vector: 
(2.26) V.C, + V#C« = 0. 
For a compact orientable submanifold AT1 the following integral formula is 
valid 
(2.27) f {Rm0a
fi + VV* V„C* ~ (V*C)2} dF - 0, 
M»' 
for any vector C* in M* [3]. 
From (2.26), (2.22) and (2.27) we have 
(2.28) f - W C ^ d V - f V C ' V ^ d K -
M« M*» 
This equality, considering condition b) of the theorem, is fulfilled only if C* is 
identically equal to zero. The theorem is proved. 
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Corollary 1. If a hypersurface Mm satisfies the conditions of the theorem, then Mm 
does not allow non-trivial infinitesimal affine deformations for which the tangential 
component of the deformation vector is a harmonic vector and the deformation vector 
is tangent to Mm at least at one point. 
Corollary 2. A compact orientable hypersurface Mm of an orientable Riemannian 
manifold Mn does not allow non-trivial tangential infinitesimal affine deformation 
if the Ricci form Rafi is negatively definite. 
Theorem 5. Let Mm be a non-minimal compact orientable hypersurface of an 
orientable Riemannian manifold Mn with negative (or equal to zero) constant scalar 
curvature. If Mm has a parallel second fundamental tensor (VyhaP = 0), and the 
quadratic form with coefficients hyhaP — h^h^, is negatively definite, then M
m does 
not allow non-trivial infinitesimal affine deformation for which the divergence of the 
tangential component of the deformation vector is equal to zero and the deformation 
vector is tangent to Mm at least at one point. 
Proof: The Gauss equation of a submanifold of Mn is: 
(2.29) Ra0yS = RiJkhBaBpByBZ + hadXhfiy - hfidxhay. 
The curvature tensor of a manifold Mn with constant scalar curvature K is: 
(2.30) RiJkh = _ (gihgJk - gikgJh). 
From (2.29), (2.30) and gafi = gijBaB
J
p we obtain 
(2.31) Rfiy = , _ ^ Kgfiy + hxh$y - h$xhay. 
Further the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4. 
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